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REVIEW OF A NEW FRONTIER:
UTILIZING CHARTER SCHOOLING
TO STRENGTHEN RURAL EDUCATION
Craig B. Howley, Ohio University

I. Introduction
Bellwether Education Partners recently published A New Frontier: Utilizing Charter
Schooling to Strengthen Rural Education 1 by Andrew Smarick, 2 one of the Bellwether
“partners.” New Frontier is an advocacy piece that lobbies for the robust expansion of the
chartering market into rural areas—especially (p. 2) for charter management organizations
(CMOs). The document is useful only to those who seek to expand charter schools into
rural areas. New Frontier 3 does not provide objective evidence to assist a reader in
understanding the issues, and it will be harmful for busy readers comparatively
uninformed on the issues—for example, many rural legislators and their staffers. Opening
the still-closed rural “market” is the aim: New Frontier draws a special target on the backs
of nine very rural states (ME, VT, WV, M, MT, SD, KY, AL, ND) for chartering. The New
Frontier author has previously floated chartering proposals for the urban schooling
market.4

II. Findings and Conclusions of the Report
The New Frontier executive summary (pp. iv-v) highlights four policy recommendations:


State-level polices need to change to open the rural charter market: existing policies
tend to limit the expansion of charter schools to urban regions.



States should relax credentialing requirements for charter-school teachers; this
move will have disproportionate benefits for rural charters because recruiting
qualified teachers in rural schools is already difficult.



States should adopt policies that provide substantial funding for rural charters’
capital and transportation needs. These are real problems for regular rural schools.



Because charter schools tend to be small, and rural populations thin, Internetbased teaching provisions and policies should be adopted.
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The final page also frames five directives for policymakers (p. 29):
(1) replace barriers to growth with smart, flexible policies;
(2) provide “flexibility from” (sic) teacher-certification rules;
(3) provide fair funding;
(4) make facilities accessible, and
(5) leverage technology.

III. The Report’s Rationale for Its Recommendations
The document provides no articulated rationale for its recommendations. Rather, it
presents explicitly stated but unsupported claims that, if accepted, lead to the
recommendations. Among these assertions (excerpted verbatim) are:


Charters have the potential to serve as a hotbed of innovation for rural education in
America (p. iii).



Underserved city kids have greatly benefited from the options provided by charter
schools, but disadvantaged rural kids seldom have the same opportunity (p. 1) .



Student achievement results in our nation’s most remote areas look very similar to
those in our inner cities—heartbreakingly low (p. iv).



There are many reasons to believe that if chartering is done smartly, it can help
even more rural areas (p. iv).



We know that chartering can be a useful tool for rural families that want access to
high quality schools (p. 2).



Charter schools can do good things for rural students and their communities. They
can preserve and rejuvenate the areas they serve and provide a great education to
many students (p. 6).

Each of these claims either has mixed research support or is completely lacking in support.
Though unpacking each of these is well beyond the scope of this review, the point about
“heartbreakingly-low” overall achievement in rural schools is entirely misleading, even just
plain wrong. 5
Based on this set of unsupported assertions, the implicit underlying rationale could be
stated as:


Charter schools benefit American children, especially poor children.



A free-market would open all areas of the nation to this benefit.
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Laws and regulations must change to open the market in rural areas to chartering.

IV. The Report’s Use of Research Literature
While the references cited are extensive (and even include this reviewer), the narrative
employs very little peer-reviewed research. The use of copious endnotes creates the
appearance of scholarly work, but the appearance is misleading. Indeed, the narrative
relies mainly on demographic statistics about rural states and self -interested foundation
reports. Absent entirely is real engagement with the substantial body of peer -reviewed
research on the efficacy and cost-effectiveness of charter schools as a reform strategy. For
example, an extensive body of empirical research casts strong doubt on the assertio n that
charter schools offer any significant benefits over traditional schools. 6 Students in charter
schools do no better or worse than public schools on average 7—even though, like private
schools, they operate schools that are far smaller. 8
With respect to rural schools and communities, the engagement with peer-reviewed
research literature is even thinner. No reference is made to any peer -reviewed empirical
research in rural education. 9 Seven of the rural-related cites are from sources of tabular
data, such as the Bureau of the Census. Others come from advocacy organizations or from
the U.S. Department of Education. 10 Two are newspaper articles.
As regards the use of research in supporting the recommendations, there is virtually none.
This deficiency is consistent with the shrill advocacy purpose so evident in this
propaganda document.

V. Review of the Report’s Methods
The methods employed by New Frontier are entirely rhetorical. The arguments turn on
unstated assumptions that charter schools provide a positive outcome in all regards, that
rural places constitute a closed market that needs to be opened, and that allowing
chartering operators access to entire rural districts will “rejuvenate” (p. 6) rural
communities. It advances these opinions without adequate examination of the research
about either chartering or rural education. Attractively formatted and presented, it does
not invite readers to question any of its embedded assumptions or commitments.
As a rurally appropriate argument, New Frontier is predictably weak. It focuses on
common-sense surface issues that charter schools would confront in rural communities:
thin tax bases, outmigration, consolidation, staffing, organizational scale, and community
attachment. It then inserts charter schools as a universal and effective solution. Yet anyone
familiar with the rural education literature would not find the arguments compelling. Such
a person would not, for instance, seriously consider a charter school’s innovation of the
four-day week as being particularly innovative or helpful (p. 27). This practice surfaced at
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least as far back as the energy crisis of the early 1970s and was much-described during the
1980s.11

VI. Review of the Validity of the Findings and Conclusions
The real question is whether New Frontier exhibits sufficient validity to support the
expansion of chartering into rural areas. It does not. The document fails to make the case.
Instead, from the rural perspective, New Frontier plies a very traditional trade: the export
of generic schooling fads to rural places in the name of fixing supposed rural deficiencies. 12

VII. Usefulness of the Report for Guidance of Policy and Practice
Because of its assumptions, omissions, and distortions, New Frontier obscures rather than
illuminates the consideration of rural education. Its lack of understanding of the rural
context renders it more harmful than helpful. Rural citizens, education leaders, legislators,
and legislative staffers who seek to learn the advantages and disadvantages of chartering
can consult accessible resources that are far more reliable and trustworthy. 13 For those of
us who actually live in rural places, the assumptions about the nature and quality of rural
schools are not only inaccurate, they indicate little familiarity with a nd even less care for
rural schools or communities.
Following New Frontier’s recommendations is far more likely to damage than to advance
the public good in rural places, but also elsewhere. Expansion of chartering into rural
communities is of concern to the sponsors for reasons that have nothing to do with rural
life or community. The recommended chartering-friendly provisions for rural places
include access to more public resources for charter schools, authorization to take over
entire school districts, and the more wide-scale replacement of on-site teachers with
virtual teachers. If such “improvements” take hold in rural places, the sponsors can later
attempt to bring them to scale in cities and suburbs: where advocates also want them. New
Frontier is part of an aggressive and well-funded political agenda to open rural markets
thus far legally closed to chartering. Indeed, the most rural states quite literally are the
final frontier for chartering.
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